The board and committee of The Angler work hard every year to get all Anglers written, edited,
checked and prepared for printing in time for the deadlines. Printing enough editions to give all
students of English the chance to enjoy our work cost some money of course, and that’s where
we could use your help! Do you want to help to keep The Angler going and to support printing of
all issues? We have multiple forms of sponsorship, about which you can read below.

Friend of the Angler
What? As a Friend of the Angler, you donate €5 per year. This is not something you get stuck
to, it automatically terminates at the end of each academic year (being July). If you want to
continue being a Friend, we will send out a reminder before July, and you can choose to
continue being a Friend (and so helping us keep the Angler in print!)
Why? The costs for printing The Angler are higher than what we are subsided for, and
because the magazine is run by students, and for (primarily) students, we do our outmost to
keep it running. Our committee writes for every discipline of the English Language and Culture
at University Leiden (Philology, Literature, Linguistics, and Language Acquisition). In addition,
the magazine features articles on Culture, Current Affairs, Movie/ Book Reviews, Studying
Abroad, Interviews with Professors, Creative Writing, and any other additional piece that made it
to print!
How? By donating €5 you would greatly help us out to begin covering the printing costs of our
beloved student magazine. All that needs to be done is fill in the bottom of this form, sign it, and
transfer the money to the account.

Perks? Yes, there are perks! As a Friend of Angler, your name will be printed on the inside of
the cover. We decided to place it there because it will be the first thing people read when they
open the magazine, and we want them to know that it is you who made the magazine in their
hands possible!

Patron of the Angler
What? As a Patron of the Angler, you donate a minimum of €20 per year. The term
automatically terminates at the end of each academic year (July). Should you want to continue
being our patron after a year, do not worry. We will send out a reminder that the year is coming
to an end and you can choose whether you want to remain a patron for another year.
Why? Printing The Angler is the biggest cost we have and our subsides are not cutting it.
Therefore, we need help. So, to keep the student-run magazine running, we like to have
Patrons. Our committee writes for every discipline of the English Language and Culture at
University Leiden (Philology, Literature, Linguistics, and Language Acquisition). In addition, the
magazine features articles on Culture, Current Affairs, Movie/Book Reviews, Study Abroad,
Interviews with Professors, alumni and professionals, Creative Writing, and any other additional
piece that made it to print!
How? By donating €20 (or more, to your own choice) you would greatly help us to cover the
printing costs of our magazine. All you need to do is fill in the slip at the end of this form, sign it,
and transfer the money to our account.
Perks? Yes, as a Patron: you get a special mention on the inside of the cover, in this way it will
be the first thing people see when they open the magazine. Besides that, a limited amount of
space will be available for you to print (say, a business logo, or a personal message). And last
but not least, we will organise a special event at the end of the academic year for all our
Patrons.

Donator of The Angler
What? As a Donator of The Angler, you donate any amount of money you would like. You will
not get stuck to anything, this is a one-time donation of money for the first issue that is coming
out after the moment of your donation.
Why? Every issue of The Angler is printed as long as the budget allows that. The costs are
higher than what we are subsided for, and because the magazine is by students, and for
(primarily) students, we do our outmost best to keep it running. Our committee writes for every
discipline of the English Language and Culture at University Leiden (Philology, Literature,
Linguistics, and Language Acquisition). In addition, the magazine features articles on Culture,
Current Affairs, Movie/Book Reviews, Study Abroad, Interviews with Professors, alumni and
professionals, Creative Writing, and any other additional piece that made it to print!
How? By donating even a little bit of money you would greatly help us out to begin covering the
printing costs of our beloved student magazine. All you need to do is fill out the bottom of this
form, sign it, and transfer the money to the account.

Perks? Yes, there are perks! As a Donator of The Angler, your name will be printed on the
inside of the cover of the first issue that is printed after the moment of your donation. We
decided to place it there because it will be the first thing people read when they open the
magazine, and we want them to know that it is you who made the magazine in their hands
possible!

Sign up slip Friend
You can either deposit the slip in the Albion Pigeon hole at Eyckhof 4, scan it in and email it to
treasurertheangler@gmail.com or hand it to one of the board members (Birgitte Breemerkamp
or Valeria Milić).

I want to become Friend of The Angler.
I agree to donate: €5,00 to The Angler and will transfer the amount to:
NL74 RABO 0136094767 t.n.v. Albion Association te Leiden. Please make
sure to mention “Friend of The Angler”.

My name (the way I want it to be printed):
.................................................................................................................

Signature:

Signature treasurer of The Angler:

Sign up slip Patron
You can either deposit the slip in the Albion Pigeon hole at Eyckhof 4, scan it in and email it to
treasurertheangler@gmail.com, or hand it to one of the board members (Birgitte Breemerkamp
or Valeria Milić).

I want to become Patron of The Angler.
I agree to donate: €........... to The Angler and will transfer the amount to:
NL74 RABO 0136094767 t.n.v. Albion Association te Leiden. Please make
sure to mention “Patron of The Angler”.
My name (the way I want it to be printed):
.................................................................................................................

Signature:

Signature treasurer of The Angler:

Sign up slip Donator
As a Donator of The Angler, you do not have to deposit a slip, so it is not much work! We are
very thankful that you wish to donate some of your money to help The Angler stay in print.
You can donate any amount of money, either by paying in cash to one of our board members
(Birgitte Breemerkamp or Valeria Milić) or by bank transfer to: NL74 RABO 0136094767 t.n.v.
Albion Association te Leiden. Please make sure to mention “Donator of The Angler”, and your
name, the way you want it to be printed in the next issue.

Thank you!

